
August 15, 2020 

The Return of Jinette and Näica 
 

Friday was a happy day as two of our children came back to Santa Chiara. Through my fault in 

not properly supervising the message delivered to the parent of some of our kids, some parents 

felt they had to remove their kids from Santa Chiara. The woman who is with Jinette and Näica’s 

father told me that they left Cité Soleil and moved to a home near the airport. This turned out not 

to be true. The father still lives in Cité Soleil and still cannot properly care for his two daughters. 

Jinette said she left Santa Chiara because she wanted to see her father. After a few days in Cite 

Soleil she really missed Santa Chiara and wanted to come “home.” Because the father does not 

own a phone, someone who does not work at Cité Soleil was given the task to communicate to 

the father that if he felt it was in the children’s best interest for them to be at Santa Chiara, he 

could bring them back. I had a message sent to him that I encouraged him to visit his daughters 

at least once a month and that I would by him a cheap cell phone so he could at least call them 

from time to time, and if we needed to communicate with him for any reason, we could do so 

directly so he understood exactly what we wanted to say.  
 

From my perspective, Jinette was one of the most problematic of the teenage girls. She had a very 

defiant and disrespectful attitude. While I once had her at the top of my list of kids to moved, I 

could not accept that she was living in the extremely dangerous Cite Soleil. I asked her if she was 

going to behave better…and she assured me she would. 

 

  

   Jinette       Näica 



Small Acts of Kindness 
 

Haiti teaches me every day that I am not in control. In Haiti, anything can happen at any time, 

most of it bad. Covid-19, as it pushed me to the edge of death, was a master class in powerlessness. 

We mistakenly cling to the notion that we need power, prestige, and possessions for happiness 

and fulfillment. It wasn’t until I encountered the life of St. Francis of Assisi that this basic 

assumption began to ring not only false but also destructive. Through the living lesson of his life 

of letting go of his false self as he descended deeper and deeper into all forms of poverty, Francis 

showed us how all forms of suffering open the door to the Divine. When I was so deathly sick 

with Covid-19, it was crystal clear that I was not in control of anything. I had to give my control 

back to God and into the hands of my Santa Chiara family who made sure I had all the oxygen I 

so desperately needed.  
 

To think we are in control of anything is not only an illusion it also blocks the reality of God to 

flow into our lives. To spend extended time in a place of extreme poverty and extensive suffering 

you are able to see more clearly that we all essentially dwell in hidden forms of poverty. We avoid 

desperate places such as Cité Soleil in Haiti, the massive Kabera slum in Kenya, the Payatas 

mountain of garbage in The Philippines that is home to scavengers, the leper colonies in the 

Amazon region of Brazil, the overcrowded refugee camps in Uganda, and the dangerous migrant 

path through Central America and Mexico. We can’t build a wall high enough around our homes 

to keep poverty out because we are all inherently poor no matter how much riches we 

accumulate.  
 

In my short reflection on St. Clare of Assisi which I posted in my Haiti Journal on August 11, 

2020, which was the feast day of St. Clare, I wrote: 
 

Francis and Clare came to understand that true happiness and inner freedom comes with 

union with God. And union with God comes not through human power but through 

human weakness. But we have this deep-seated and misguided need for power, to be in 

control. When pain and suffering visits us, we realize we are not in control, and we are 

powerless over much of what happens every day. We fear suffering because it strips us of 

our ability to control our lives. When suffering embraces us we slowly are able to see 

through the illusion of control and surrender control of our lives to God. In other words, 

suffering is a tool, albeit unwanted, that helps us let go of all the things—such as our desire 

for power, prestige, and possessions—that block us from entering into a deeper 

relationship with God. 
 

During the coronavirus we saw the heroic work of doctors and nurses who risked their lives in 

order to try to save the lives of an onslaught of very sick people they did not know. Their creed 

is certainly not greed. They are the epitome of self-emptying love of neighbor. They had a 

profound commitment to the common good, come what may…even death. Our self-obsessed 

society could learn much from these amazing servants of all. They teach us that there is something 

that transcends their own interests. This is, to me, truly inspiring. The coronavirus is teaching us 

how interdependent all life is. We need each other. My battle with Covid-19 showed me how 

precious my Santa Chiara family was. They saved my life. 



 

Scientists see a clear link between climate change and the rise in pandemics originating in animals 

before spreading to humans. Scientists believe nature has been one of the best protectors against 

pandemics, but in recent decades we’ve been dismantling this layer of protection by destroying 

and degrading vast areas of the natural world. It is harder and harder to find our own Walden’s 

Pond for peaceful and restorative solitude in nature’s cathedral. By radically shrinking natural 

habitats and annexing wilderness areas for our own use, greedy humanity has been removing the 

protective balance between ourselves and the animals that carry deadly pathogens. Jonathan 

Tulloch writes: 
 

Habitat loss also causes species to crowd together in degraded environments—a 

blueprint for contagion. At the same time, cities are packing more and more people 

humans together in unhealthy slums. Put simply, we’re turning our world into the kind 

of impoverished ghetto where pandemics thrive. [The Tablet, 4 April 2020, page 8] 

 

When the coronavirus is finally defeated by science and common sense, we can’t simply go back 

to our earth-destroying, suicidal ways. We are living under the shadow of death. St. Benedict, the 

father of western monasticism, suggested we “keep death daily before [our] eyes,” because it is 

an essential tool for living a good life (Rule 4:47). The pandemic made it easy to keep death before 

our eyes and not treat the reality of death as a taboo. Before writing his Rule and founding 

monasteries, Benedict lived in “self-isolation” in a cave a Subiaco, where he communed with God 

and grew in self-knowledge. When I was teaching in Rome, one of my students drove me to 

Subiaco; it was a visit that deepened my appreciation of monasticism. During these stressful 

pandemic times, we see the loving presence of God in thousands of small acts of kindness. 
 

Back in May while living in Italy which at the time was the epicenter of the pandemic Pope 

Francis, who is 83 years old, offered spiritual leadership in a world undergoing a dark night of 

the soul. At the time, Christopher Lamb, the Rome correspondent of The Tablet, wrote:  
 

In the middle of the coronavirus storm [Pope] Francis is urging people who, like the 

disciples, are worried their boat is going to sinking, not to lose hope. The exposure of 

our fragility is a moment, he believes, to reassess what is important and to get “our lives 

back on track.” Francis has made a bold intervention in the debate over how far we 

should be willing to go in our attempts to prevent the spread of the virus. Governments 

that prioritise the economy over the protection of people’s lives risk a “viral genocide,” 

he said last week [late May]. 
 

Those words of the Pope were prophetic. In America, more than 67,000 people have lost their 

lives to Covid-19. It is not helpful to call this pandemic the “Chinese flu.” Instead of playing the 

blame game and shirking personal responsibility, we need to realize that faith, selflessness, 

empathy, and science combined can defeat a virus. Meanwhile, wear a mask in public, practice 

social distancing, and avoid large gatherings of people. We especially need to offer a lifeline to 

the most vulnerable poor.  


